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What does (human) migration mean? Why do

people leave their homes and partially families

behind? What are the problems migrants and

especially refugees have to face? Between

opportunities and challenges, what are possible

migration impacts on/in Europe?

During the seminar, we will learn about, discuss and

research different aspects of migration. We will have a

deeper look at the discussion about and

(self)representation of migrants.

The detailed focus will base on your expectations

presented in the application!

Last, but not least, we will deal with the question, what

this has to do with us and what the role of us, as part

of the civil society, could be.

ABOUT THE EVENT

European Solidarity Seminar

MOBILITY & MIGRATION 

Are you a young person interested in climate

action, migration, democracy and diversity?

Then join our brand-new and interactive

European Solidarity Seminars. Applications for

our seminar “Mobility & Migration” taking place

from October 28 until November 1, 2021, in

Lübeck, are open now: www.same-

network.org/european-solidarity-seminar-

mobility-migration

Application deadline: 

September 1, 2021

https://www.same-network.org/european-solidarity-seminar-mobility-migration


 
 

SAME stands for ‘Solidarity Action Day

Movement in Europe’. The movement

includes several European youth

organizations that carry out an annual

Solidarity Action Day. During this day,

pupils get the chance to exercise a

job of their choice instead of going to

school. Their salaries are used to

support youth-related projects all over

the whole world. 

European Solidarity Seminars

 
Every day decisions are made that affect the future of young people in Europe. The way we deal

with the ongoing climate crisis, nationalism and populism, migration, discrimination, or the current

Covid-19 pandemic will shape the future of our continent for ages. One of the central questions is,

how much solidarity we want to show in Europe. Does solidarity know borders?

I am Anna Lange, an activist, nature

lover and traveler, who is involved in

informal education for 20 years now. I

started as a volunteer for Schüler Helfen

Leben and continued  participating at,

organizing and leading seminars,

conferences and other gatherings

throughout my life. My favorite topics

and fields of interest are

(anti-)discrimination, borders, migration,

project-development and management

as well as self-organization and

empowerment. I studied and am

studying Cultural Work, Intercultural

Communication Studies and Migration

Studies. 

About the trainer

My name is Hadil Freihat. I have studied

BA Media and Mass-Communication.

Currently, I am finishing up my master

degree in Cultural Relations and

Migration. I have participated in several

educational pieces of training, among

which are interactive conflict

transformation and Human Capacity

Development: Social Participation. My

previous work experience includes

working with refugees and host

communities in Jordan and Lebanon. I

enjoy deep discussions and working with

people. I am looking forward to

working/learning together.

Practical information

Place: Lübeck, Germany 

Language: English

Number of participants:15 - 20

Age: 16-23 (exceptions possible)

Food and accommodation costs are

covered by. the organization.  

Contact for further questions: events@same-network.eu

 

 

Schüler Helfen Leben (SHL) is the

biggest relief organization led by

young people in Germany and one of

the founding members of SAME. SHL

supports youth and education

projects in Southeastern Europe,

Jordan and Germany in the areas of

anti-discrimination, youth activism and

support of refugees.

Arrival day

Into, expectations & getting to know each

other

Introduction to migration

Privileges: walking in the shoes of others

How does the choice of words and pictures

form opinions?

Open space for specific topic on migration

depending on your wishes

Wrap up from previous days

What can I, can we do?

Feedback & evaluation

Departure day 

Program (all times are CET)

Thursday, October 28 

Friday, October 29 

Saturday, October 30

Sunday, October 31 

Monday,November 1


